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NOTE: It requires an Internet connection. Controlling certain devices and features requires a compatible smart device. Controlling 
devices such as home appliances requires compatible smart plugs, devices and/or switches. Subscriptions may be required, and 
additional terms, conditions and/or charges may apply; they don’t depend on AVE S.p.A. AVE S.p.A. declines any responsibility 
regarding the internet connection because service’s supply isn’t its competence. AVE S.p.A. disclaims any responsibility related to the 
incorrect use of the AVE Cloud and AVE Connect services. We recommend to contact a professional in order to achieve a perfectly done 
system’s configuration. 

u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

With AVE aluminium enhances the hi-tech system soul 
 

AVE S44 aluminium designs emphasizes switches, video intercom stations 
and home automation supervisors through aesthetically coordinated 

solutions that accentuate every technological choice. 
 
 
Innovation for AVE represents technology, but also aesthetic. This is a cornerstone of 
all Company production, a quality and prestige symbol of “Made in Italy” that is reconfirmed by 
the AVE S44 aluminium collections. Their material elegance is combined with refined front 
plates that enhance electrical, home automation and video intercom systems, offering a 
unique standard - for quality and aesthetics. 
 
To emphasize the electrical system, AVE offers several aluminium designs, starting with the 
innovative New Style 44 collection, where the advanced AVE toggle switches match with 
natural or anthracite aluminium front plates. Available in Multi-Touch version (with up to six 
independent controls), Allumia Touch is instead the series of aluminium front plates (both for 
traditional and home automation systems) that makes "invisible" switches, hidden behind an 
elegant horizontal black strip from whose back shines a delicate blue led light. The aluminium 
solution with sliding front plate for power outlet is also innovative, guaranteeing greater 
safety - especially for children. Also in this case, from the back of the plate, soft blue LED 
reveals the luminous symbol of the plug, ensuring maximum recognition during the night. To 
complete the system, AVE proposes Allumia 44 wiring accessories series, which includes a 
complete shiny grey/silver range of traditional scratch-proof and anti-fingerprint switches, 
sockets, thermostats and many modular built-in elements. 
 
For a perfect aesthetic coordination among the systems, both the home automation Touch 
Screen supervisors and the newly created video intercom range approach the elegance of 
aluminium to emphasize the integrated technology. In addition to the multiple integrations and 
smart features that make unique AVE proposal, it also stands out for its aesthetic 
connotation. The innovative "Viva-Voce" Touch Screen, the largest video-intercom 
station in its category, is an example: its refined design with bi-material structure in 
aluminium and glass is an added value for installation opportunities, giving the home a 
modern and hyper-technological mood. And it’s precisely on the basis of these concept 
that AVE has also designed its outdoor video intercom range. Available in versions for single, 
two and four-family homes, the “Villa” design external units exhibit an aluminium and glass 
frame with Sensitive Touch front, while the “Vandal-proof” models are characterized by a 
robust and resistant metal structure. 
 
Technology and design with aluminium are enhanced behind the AVE brand. The possibilities 
expand, allowing you to create cutting-edge solutions, where the electrical system, home 
automation and video intercom systems combine to enhance any technological mood. 
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